Flexible endoscopic treatment of Zenker’s diverticulum: thirteen years’ experience in Spain
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Flexible endoscopic treatment is one of the alternative approaches for the management of Zenker’s diverticulum. The present paper shows our short-term and long-term results with flexible endoscopic cricopharyngeal myotomy/septotomy.

Patients and methods: A retrospective analysis of our experience in patients with Zenker’s diverticulum treated using a flexible endoscope, assisted by a flexible diverticuloscope, between 2002 and 2015. Myotomy/septotomy was performed with a needle-knife papillotome under deep sedation or general anesthesia.

Results: Among the 64 patients treated, two died within 10 days of surgery from causes not directly related to the procedure, and one presented with pharyngo-esophageal perforation, which recovered with conservative management at 47 days after admission. Four additional patients were lost to short-term follow-up. Among the 57 remaining patients, 52 had complete relief of dysphagia after 6 weeks. Eleven of these had recurrent symptoms on the mid and the long term. Eight were retreated with the same flexible endoscopic technique, one with a hybrid endoscopic approach, one with classical open surgery and one refused retreatment. After a mean follow-up of 2 years and a half, 33 of 37 patients reported absent or minimal dysphagia, controllable with punctual dietary restrictions.

Conclusions: Flexible endoscopic treatment for Zenker’s diverticulum is effective and safe. It represents an option on an equal footing to rigid endoscopy and classical open surgery and may also be used when the latter two are technically impracticable or contraindicated.
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INTRODUCTION

Zenker’s diverticulum (ZD) is a false diverticum at the pharyngo-esophageal junction, located above the upper esophageal sphincter, that results from dysfunction of the cricopharyngeal muscle, which loses its ability to relax during deglutition. The consequent increase in hypopharyngeal pressure results in herniation of the pharyngeal mucosal and submucosal layers through the weak spot entailed by Killian’s dehiscence, on the posterior hypopharyngeal wall between the thyropharyngeus and cricopharyngeus muscles. The adventitial layers of the diverticular wall and the esophageal wall merge together into a solid septum (with no virtual cavity in between) separating both lumina.

Although not universally consistent in early clinical stages, oropharyngeal dysphagia, which results from impaired cricopharyngeal muscle relaxation, is the primary symptom of this disorder and may become severe even for small-size diverticula, particularly when associated with other motor swallowing disorders. Food retention with risk for bronchoaspiration develops as the diverticulum progressively grows. Upon reaching a threshold size, the diverticulum and its contents compress the cervical esophagus, thus adding a new pathophysiological factor to dysphagia. Malnutrition predominates in advanced stages, and compromises life prognosis should complications arise.

Throughout the 20th century, the outcomes of the various surgical techniques in use showed the crucial role of cricopharyngeus myotomy, regardless of diverticular excision, for therapy success (1,2). From the 1960s on, rigid endoscopic cricopharyngeus myotomy/septotomy (CPMST) proved effective (3), and the technique became popular and widespread among surgeons and ENT specialists during the 1990s because of endostaplers (4). Also during the 1990s papers started reporting the feasibility and efficacy of flexible endoscopic CPMST (5-8). The technical variants developed along the 20 years elapsed since then, still pending standardization and direct comparison, have shown efficacy and safety to the point of considering flexible endoscopy a same-level alternative to rigid endoscopy rather than merely a rescue option (9).
The goal of the present paper is to discuss our experience and the lessons learned from flexible endoscopic treatment (FET) for ZD along 13 years.

PATIENTS AND METHOD

We performed a retrospective analysis of all ZD patients treated by the first author in several hospitals. Sources for the analysis include patient medical records, both paper-based and electronic, and the available video recordings of endoscopic procedures. Data relating to clinical and imaging manifestations before treatment, surgical technique, outcome, early complications, and long-term follow-up, including need for retreatment and cause of death, when applicable, were recorded.

In addition to the general approach, we performed a comparative analysis of variables (sedation type, papillotome type, endoscope type) potentially determining a negative result (defined as any serious complication directly associated with the procedure and/or retreatment indication).

Dysphagia was categorized into five levels: no dysphagia (level 0), solid dysphagia (level 1), semisolid dysphagia (level 2), liquid dysphagia (level 3), and total aphagia (level 4) (10).

Pentax (Pentax Co., Tokyo, Japan), Fujinon (Fujifilm Co., Tokyo, Japan), and Olympus (Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) gastroscopes were used, with calibers ranging from 8.5 to 9.8 mm and working channels ranging from 2.8 to 3.2 mm in diameter. Pentax and Fujinon gastroscopes (PFG) are considered as equivalent for the subgroup analysis, since their working channels emerge at the 5-6 o’clock position in the visual field, whereas the 8-9 o’clock position is used by Olympus gastroscopes (OG).

Procedure

All patients signed an informed consent and received antibiotic prophylaxis with 1 g IV amoxicillin-clavulanic acid. Depending on each site, deep sedation was administered by an anesthesiologist or a nurse supervised by the endoscopist, or general anesthesia was provided by an anesthesiologist.

The flexible diverticuloscope (DSC) ZDO-22-30 (Cook Medical, Bloomington IN, USA), preset over the endoscope’s tube (with its end inside the gastric antrum), is introduced with its short flap in the palatal position and the long flap in the lingual position. When the circular mark on the DSC surpasses the incisive line its location is checked, and corrected when applicable, under endoscopic view. Should this method fail, a 0.035” guidewire is passed into the stomach, the endoscope is withdrawn, and a channel is opened in DSC’s long flap using an 18G IV catheter, through which the guidewire is passed to implant the DSC without using the endoscope.

CPMST was performed using a needle-knife papillotome (Cook Medical, Bloomington IN, USA) of the Huibregts type (HPC-2) during 2002-2007, and of the Zimmon type (PTW-1) during 2008-2015. In over 95% of cases a diathermy generator ERBE ICC-200 (ERBE Elektromedizin, Tübingen, Germany) was used to apply a mixed current with cutting power restricted to 80 W, coagulation set at level 3, and “endocut” mode activated. Sections were performed to resect ⅓-⅔ of the septum, leaving a safety margin of 5 to 10 mm. In case of bleeding during CPMST with a Huibregts papillotome (HP), argon plasma coagulation (APC) was applied using an ERBE APC-2 (ERBE Elektromedizin, Tübingen, Germany) generator. For CPMST using a Zimmon papillotome (ZP) either CPA was also used or, for minimum bleeding, monopolar electrocoagulation (MPEC) with the ZP, its coagulation current set in the forced mode and power limited to 60 W, was applied. During the 2002-2012 period no hemostatic clips were implanted at the bottom of the incision to prevent delayed perforation, but this was consistently carried out during the last three years using Resolution (Boston Scientific, Natick MA, USA) clips.

Once the DSC was withdrawn the neck was manually examined to rule out subcutaneous emphysema. Neck and/or chest x-rays were only used for suspected perforation. In the latter’s absence, patients initiated a liquid diet at 12-18 hours with no prior radiographic assessment using a water-soluble contrast medium. Patients were discharged at 36-48 hours, and their first clinical and endoscopic follow-up was scheduled after 4 to 8 weeks.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was accomplished using the SPSS 15.0 (Lead Technologies, Chicago ILL, USA) package. Descriptive data were expressed as mean (range) values for continuous variables. Dysphagia grade was considered as a continuous variable, and was expressed as mean ± SD. Pearson’s χ² test was used to test independence between categorical variables, and Student’s t-test was used for mean comparisons between quantitative variables. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

During the period from May 2002 to June 2015, 64 patients (males 72%) with a mean age of 71.8 (41-96) years received treatment. Four had a family history of ZD; two of them were a mother and her son, and two had siblings (one was a twin) with ZD. Two patients had undergone surgery of the cervical spine 20 and 12 years, respectively, before their CPMST; one had had a retro-sternocleidomastoid branchigenic cyst excised 33 years before, and one had received repair surgery for a left brachial plexus injury following a traffic accident 27 years before. One patient had undergone surgical diverticulectomy 5 years before and one a first flexible endoscopic procedure in a different site 10 years ago.

Initial dysphagia grade was 1.45 ± 0.89, with the distribution shown in table 1. Five patients did not report dysphagia, and one female patient reported total aphagia from acute diverticulitis. Eight had suffered at least one aspiration pneumonia event and five exhibited severe malnutrition.

ZD size, as estimated with endoscopy, was 3.2 (1.5-6) cm. Thirteen patients had food remnants inside their diverticulum despite their having fasted for at least 8 hours, four had a pill, whole or crumbled, and two exhibited intradiverticular candidiasis.
The first three cases (previously reported) were managed before the arrival of flexible DSC, with two orogastric tubes being used to assist CPMST (11). The remaining 61 patients were managed with a flexible DSC. Four patients, one of them with drug-related diverticulitis, required guidewire assistance for implantation.

### Early incidents and complications

Twenty-one patients (33%) had incidental bleeding during the procedure, which was controlled with APC in 17 and MPEC with ZP in four. A patient with pulsating bleeding received one clip after APC. No patients had subcutaneous emphysema after APC. In two patients CPMST was incomplete because of visual interference by blood remnants. In two additional patients CPMST was incomplete because of poor tolerability; one was under sedation by an anesthesiologist, the other under sedation by the endoscopist.

Two patients presented with moderate chest pain (one also with fever) and one patient had fever without chest pain. Chest X-rays were normal for all three cases, which were discharged after 48 hours.

Dehiscence at the esophageal and diverticular walls upon DSC withdrawal was seen in one patient (Fig. 1A), who received two clips (Fig. 1B) and was discharged after 48 hours.

An 82-year-old woman had subcutaneous emphysema 24 hours after the procedure, which was massive (Fig. 2A) and associated with pneumomediastinum on the CT scan. An endoscopy procedure at 11 days showed a large perforation at the pharyngo-esophageal junction (Fig. 2B). This was managed conservatively with antibiotics and a radiographically guided gastrostomy, with the patient being discharged in good health and with no dysphagia 47 days after admission. A review of the procedure recordings showed that on DSC withdrawal CPMST was virtually complete, though no esophageal-diverticular wall dehiscence was apparent. Following this case (no. 38) routine clip implantation at the bottom of the incision was added to the protocol.

![Fig. 1. A 43-year-old male with a 2.5-cm ZD. A. On CPMST completion, as the DSC was withdrawn, a dehiscence between the esophageal wall (above) and the diverticular wall (below) could be seen, with the adventitial layer visible in between (arrow). B. The DSC was reinserted, and the incision was sutured using two clips. C. After 6 weeks the ZD is gone, and only a residual scar may be seen (arrow).](image)

### Table 1. Dysphagia grade rates before and after treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dysphagia grade (10)</th>
<th>Pre-treatment</th>
<th>Post-treatment</th>
<th>Post-treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 64</td>
<td>54 (8-118) days</td>
<td>31 (4-112) month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (7.81%)</td>
<td>52 (91.2%)</td>
<td>29 (78.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>33 (51.56%)</td>
<td>2 (3.5%)</td>
<td>4 (10.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 (21.87%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8 (12.50%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (1.56%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3 (4.69%)</td>
<td>3 (5.3%)</td>
<td>3 (8.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64 (100%)</td>
<td>57 (100%)</td>
<td>37 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two patients with severe wasting, an 84-year-old male and an 81-year-old woman with advanced Parkinson’s disease and dementia, died at days 9 and 7, respectively, after...
CPMST, the former from a perforated duodenal ulcer, the latter from bronchoaspiration.

Median hospital stay, excluding the above two early demises and the esophageal perforation case, was 2 (1-6) days.

Follow-up and retreatment

The above two deaths and esophageal perforation case aside, 4 patients were lost of short-term follow-up. In the 57 patients reviewed at 54 (8-118) days, complete clinical response was above 90% and dysphagia grade had fallen to 0.04 ± 0.2, with the distribution shown in table I.

Eleven (19%) of these 57 patients had some sort of symptom recurrence and were retreated at 20 (2-88) months (Table II). A patient with no dysphagia suffering from repeat pneumonia was retreated with a second flexible CPMST at 8 months, but a bronchioloalveolar cell lung carcinoma was later diagnosed, which proved fatal 21 months after the initial CPMST procedure.

The remaining ten patients had dysphagia of varying grades (1-3). Four had received incomplete CPMST because of incidental bleeding or poor tolerability. However, among the variables analyzed only initial dysphagia grade was higher in the retreated (1.73 ± 0.79) versus the non-retreated (1.24 ± 0.60) group (p = 0.049), with no significant differences in gender, age, diverticular size, sedation type, endoscope type, or papillotome type for initial CPMST.

Seven symptom recurrence cases were subjected to a second flexible CPMST. This was complete for six. The remaining repeat CPMST was incomplete because of incidental bleeding (using a HP). In one patient with incomplete initial CPMST because of poor tolerability retreatment was aborted due to a problem with anesthesia and the patient rejected any further attempts of therapy. A patient with delayed recurrence (at 51 months) was retreated with hybrid septotomy under endoscopic control using a laparoscopic LigaSure® (Covidien, Mansfield, MA. USA) device. The remaining patient underwent surgical diverticulopexy.

We have long-term follow-up (31 [4-112] months) data available for 37 patients; dysphagia grades of 0.18 ± 0.45 were obtained, with the distribution shown in table I. Twenty-nine patients (78.4%) reported no dysphagia at all, and four had some difficulties with specific solid foods (usually beef) or solid drugs. Only one patient had overt solid and occasionally semisolid dysphagia; this patient rejected further therapy after a retreatment attempt was aborted because of an incident with anesthesia.

Two further deaths have occurred, one from cardiovascular disease and one from community-acquired pneumonia. All 5 confirmed demises involved patients older than 80 years at the time of CPMST, and 3 also had severe malnutrition. No follow-up data are available regarding the 3 patients older than 90 at CPMST.

Subgroup analysis

Sedation vs. anesthesia

Sedation was administered by the endoscopist/nurse for 25 (39%) subjects and by an anesthesiologist for the remaining, 30 of them (47%) using GA + OTI.

Tolerability was good for all but two patients who were sedated by an anesthesiologist and one sedated by the...
endoscopist/nurse. No anesthesia-related complications were recorded.

Three patients under GA + OTI (10%) required using a guidewire for DSC implantation, versus only one (3%) under sedation (p = NS).

Retreatment rate was 24% (6/25) for endoscopic sedation, 11% (1/9) for anesthetic sedation, and 17% (5/30) for GA + OTI (p = NS).

**Huibregtse vs. Zimmon papillotome**

In the initial 11 subjects CPMST was performed using a HP and in the subsequent 53 using a ZP.

Nine (82%) CPMSTs with HP had incidental bleeding and required APC. CPMST with ZP resulted in 5 (9.4%) incidental bleedings that were controlled with APC (p < 0.05).

Retreatment rate was 36% (4/11) in the HP group and 13% (7/53) in the ZP group (p = 0.064).

**Pentax/Fujinon vs. Olympus gastroscope**

In 50 cases Pentax gastrosopes were used, whereas Fujinon devices were used for 5 and Olympus scopes for 9 subjects.

In the OG group an esophageal perforation was recorded, this being the only serious complication directly related to CPMST.

Retreatment rate was 16.3% (9/55) in the PFG group and 22.2% (2/9) in the OG group (p = NS).

Overall, the 9 patients treated with an OG had 3 (33.3%) negative outcomes in total: 1 serious complication and 2 retreatment indications. Only 9 (16.3%) retreatment indications for clinical recurrence occurred amongst the 55 patients managed with a PFG.

**DISCUSSION**

ZD is a low-prevalence condition, hence experience in its management is difficult to acquire. In 2002 we carried out the first Spanish FET, and the subsequent report of our three initial patients (11) made us a reference at the regional level, which has allowed our treating 64 patients over 13 years.

The first lesson learned was that therapy indication must be established according to patient general status, and particularly patient respiratory and nutritional status. In patients with severe malnutrition CPMST should be delayed until nutrition is improved by other means (e.g., gastrostomy) as any incidents or complications may become much more serious, even fatal, in the presence of...
malnutrition. Our female patient who had pharyngoesophageal perforation had a good general and nutritional status, and recovered from this serious complication. However, the two patients who had duodenal perforation and bronchoaspiration also had serious malnutrition and eventually died. Similarly, comorbidities potentially involving dysfunctional swallowing or chronic pneumonia (as in our patient with bronchioloalveolar cell carcinoma), which may compromise the clinical benefits of successful CPMST, should be assessed before the procedure is indicated (e.g., Parkinson’s disease or stroke involving cranial nerves).

The potential use of sedation is a benefit of FET over rigid endoscopy. However, FET may also be performed under GA when indicated (nearly always because of lack of familiarity with the procedure by the anesthesiologist). In our series, OTI hinders but does not preclude flexible DSC implantation, with recourse to a guidewire being occasionally needed. Acute diverticulitis, likely drug-related from intradiverticular retention of NSAIDs or bisphosphonates (12), represents a special challenge, our advice being that the procedure be delayed until acute inflammation subsides with conservative measures.

The gastroscope used must have a caliber ≤ 9.8 mm, as greater diameters hinder an already limited maneuverability within the DSC. Our preference for PFGs (with working channel on the lower portion of the visual field) over OGs (with working channel on the left side) is based on the fact that, ideally, this channel should emerge at the 6 o’clock position, which would provide an optimal axial alignment of the visual field and papillotome with the septum to be cut. The more this axis is offset, the worse visualization and more uncomfortable section become. Logically, this negative perception is greater for an endoscopist used to operate a PFG and not so significant for one used to operate an OG. Some objective evidence also supports preference for PFGs since OGs have a higher number of negative outcomes recorded. However, this must be made relative to the fact that all procedures were performed by an endoscopist not familiar with OGs.

Although most published series were reported before their being commercially available (5-8,13,14), a DSC renders the working field stable, and is therefore key to facilitate CPMST in a safe manner (15,16), much safer than with orogastric tubes and oblique-end hoods (17-19). Their disadvantage is that the diverticular flap hides the diverticular bottom, thus making CPMST length estimations challenging. This difficulty may be overcome in bigger ZDs by regularly introducing the endoscope between the septum and the flap. For smaller ZDs the papillotome’s calibrated end may be used to estimate the length of the residual septum.

While other cutting methods were initially described, including APC (8,20) and hot forceps (6,19), most authors use Huibregtse needle-knife papillotomes (5,7,14,21). An HP is fitted with a very fine needle that is ideal for papillary precuts but, in our experience, inappropriate for CPMST. Because of the high current density transmitted cuts occur faster, are wider, and control is poorer, which in our series translated into 90% incidental bleedings requiring APC and prolonging CPMST. Bleeding incidence might have been lower with pure coagulation current (22), but we decided to change over to a ZP (with a thicker end allowing for better control), an option also considered by other authors (23). A ZP significantly reduces bleeding incidence in addition to providing better control with MPEC pulses with no need to swap it for an APC catheter. The potential attribution of a lower bleeding rate to an overcome learning curve with the ZP is unlikely since the endoscopist had considerable experience in using a HP for papillary precuts prior to his first CPMST procedure. However, that the learning curve may be responsible for the higher retreatment rate of subjects initially managed with a HP cannot be excluded.

Of late, several teams have reported their experience with the “hook-knife” (24), IT-knife 2 (25), O-Hibryd-Knife, (26) and scissor-shaped SB-knife (27,28), all of them designed to perform submucosal dissection. Hybrid CPMST approaches with cutting tools have also been used, associated with laparoscopic cutting and sealing using a harmonic scalpel (29) and the LigaSure® device (30). In the absence of comparison studies, we deemed the use of a ZP through a DSC as effective and safe as any other option, though cheaper.

Early complications included three mild events (chest pain and/or fever with normal x-rays) that were managed with conservative measures, and did not lengthen the predicted hospital stay. Only one serious complication was directly related to CPMST, namely a delayed pharyngoesophageal perforation event 24 hours after the procedure. A review of the procedure recordings showed that 5-mm safety limits had been surpassed, which made clip suturing mandatory (13). Causality cannot be attributed to the OG, but the device was at least partly responsible according to our subjective perception.

The 57 patients presenting for their first clinical and endoscopic review reported virtually complete clinical responses despite the presence of diverticular remnants in all but one of them (the patient undergoing complete CPMST to the adventitial layer and then sutured with clips [Fig. 1C]). Eleven (19%) of these 57 patients developed relevant manifestations (mostly dysphagia) over a highly variable period of time (2 months-7 years). The one marker of higher retreatment probability was higher initial dysphagia grade. A second CPMST was scheduled for 9 cases but eventually performed in 8. The remaining two recurrences were managed with hybrid septotomy with LigaSure® and surgical diverticulopexy.

While cases amount to a mean of 5 per year, 18 patients were accumulated over the last 18 months, which has impacted on long-term follow-up. Among the 37 patients on long-term follow-up (with a mean of 2.5 years), 33 (89%) remain asymptomatic with minimal or no dietary
restrictions. The only patient with overt manifestations has rejected further attempts at treatment.

To conclude, FET for ZD as performed by digestive endoscopists using conventional endoscopes and deep sedation or GA is a safe, effective procedure. Our present protocol, involving a flexible DSC, incision with a ZP, subtotal CPMST, and prophylactic suture with clips, provides excellent long-term clinical results with an acceptable retreatment rate and low serious morbidity.
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